
Swisspearl® AVERA
Original character material

NEW 2016



Authentic  
naturalness

 
The dynamic manufacturing pro-
cess gives Swisspearl® AVERA  
its incomparable, natural texture. 
The raw materials are blended in 
the process, as if in a turbulent 
river, and thus build the distinct, 
l iving surface optics. Swisspearl® 
AVERA is a genuine expression of 
this process. The resulting varia-
tion in texture and colour addition-
ally brings out the authenticity of 
the mineral material. AVERA opens 
up surprising new possibilities for 
highly expressive façade design.
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1  AVERA AV 050

2     AVERA AV 070

3    AVERA AV 010

4     AVERA AV 060

5    AVERA AV 000

6   AVERA AV 100

7    AVERA AV 040

8  AVERA AV 030

The printed colours can only approximately portray the original surfaces.

Exclusive product range

Colours
AVERA is available in 8 selected colours. The colour range is the result of  
the integral colouration of the material specifically matched to the material  
character. An invisible, high-quality coating protects the panels against  
climatic influences and allows the living optics and feel to reach their full  
authentic potential. 

Living surface optics 
Differences in  the texture and colour between the individual panels are a  
natural component of the product characteristics of Swisspearl® AVERA  
and also emphasise the vibrancy of the material in the façade image.

Formats
The large-size Swisspearl® AVERA panels are available in two formats.

Dimension (approximates dimension): 

3040 x 1220 x 8 mm (3070 x 1250 x 8) 
2500 x 1220 x 8 mm (2530 x 1250 x 8)



Characteristics and Installation

Sustainable and long-lasting
Alongside the uniquely expressive design, the Swisspearl® AVERA panel offers 
an extremely reliable and long-lasting protection against all weathers. As they 
are very resistant and maintenance-free they provide sustainable economy and 
functional reliability in the long term.

Planning and implementation
The Swisspearl® AVERA panels are applied using the optimal construction 
principle of the suspended, ventilated façade. The installation is done in accord-
ance with our well-proven technique. You will find detailed information on the 
planning and execution in the technical documentation for Swisspearl® Large 
size panels at swisspearl.com.
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